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1- I came down...............,as in a dream.
1. funny

2. relatively

3. gently

4. originally

2- No one knows all the................why languages change.
1. experiences

2. reasons

3. arrangements

4. aims

3. more enormous

4. firmer

3- His heart was..................than a rock.
1. greater

2. healthier

4- Although he acts.......................,he is a correctible person.
1. fool

2. foolishly

3. foolishness

4. foolish

3. explosive

4. satisfaction

5- The whole building was filled with....................... .
1. posture

2. pressure

6- Other than for pleasure,people may read for....................... .
1. information

2. enjoyment

3. vocabularly

4. solution

7- Being a successful person is not simple.it's a ..................of hard work and good luck.
1. combination

2. sign

3. development

4. state

8- The larger creatures which....................the smaller are forced to live where their food is.
1. feed on

2. influence on

3. detect

4. obtain

9- If the couple has a religious ceremony,it is conducted by a member of the clergy,such as a

minister,................or rabbi.
1. administrator

2. priest

3. judge

4. authorized official

10- The eruptions in most geysers...................... .
1. will not go off

2. are not regular

3. take several hours

4. bubble the water

11- Some cultural similarities between countries are because of the similarities of

their....................... .
1. language

2. relations

3. economic studies

4. socialties

12- They couldn't reach an...................after two hours of discussion.
1. excitement
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13- There were no tickets available for the evening..................of the play.
1. activity

2. existence

3. importance

4. performance

14- The thief was..................to return the money that he had stolen.
1. unwilling

2. abuse

3. irreligious

4. disorder

15- John's strong muscles did not ................him to pass the university exam.
1. satisfy

2. promise

3. enable

4. enrich

3. feel tired

4. look tense

16- A person under stress may not....................... .
1. be impatient

2. sleep properly

17- The prefix"ex-"in the word "excluded"means................. .
1. with

2. without

3. together

4. by

18- Some differences in people's ideas and beliefs are related to their................. .
1. kinship

2. culture

3. government

4. expression

19- Islands are...................... .
1. like lakes

2. pouds of water

3. surrounded by water

4. bigger than lakes

20- The authorities may want to check the records of the company's foreign.................. .
1. transmission

2. comprehension

3. transactions

4. preparation

21- ..................have discovered many prehistoric burial grounds.
1. Archaeologists

2. Philosophers

3. Architects

4. Astronauts

22- In pictographic writing.................................. .
1. words are used for objects

2. pictures are taken for writers

3. words stand for pictures

4. pictures stand for ideas

23- He.....................most of his habits after marriage.
1. scattered

2. refreshed

3. reformed

4. recognized

24- Fresh air,natural physical activities,and the struggle for.................with the elements made early

man a good breather.
1. competition
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2. survival

3. coordination
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25- Gases and steam,generated by the terrific heat in the interior of the earth...............a tremendous

pressure upon its surface.
1. appear

2. leave

3. grow

4. exert

26- The..................of today's Indians are thought to have come to America from Asia.
1. generation

2. adults

3. citizens

4. ancestors

27- Toes and heals help further to balance and move the body.................... .
1. effortlessly

2. quickly

3. heavily

4. carelessly

28- The reproduction of butterflies is through........................ .
1. laying eggs

2. producing larvae

3. giving birth to caterpillars

4. producing chrysalis

29- In palmistry,a fortune-teller tries to ..................an individual's future by studying the lines and the

size of the person's hand.
1. cover

2. express

3. forsee

4. gain

30- We generally get................carbohydrates without even trying,since most basic foods contain

carbohydrates.
1. harmful

2. complex

3. competent

4. ample

31- The suffix "-able" in the word "predictable"means...................... .
1. in the manner of

2. capable of

3. the action of

4. the process of

32- The students wrote a graceful letter of thanks to their former teacher.
1. unusual

2. beautiful

3. emotion

4. important

33- Most wedding ceremonies involve two requirements.
1. traditions and customs

2. specific patterns

3. something that you need

4. unusual situations

34- Nearly all were charged with enslavement and the atrocity against soldiers and civilians of

occupied countries.
1. looting

2. cruelty

3. danger

4. killing

35- His works will be exhibited in museums if they produce aesthetic experiences.Aesthetic is related

to......................... .
1. not-natural events

2. valuable arts

3. study of art

4. study of beauty
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36- Far in advance of the Western World,china developed a complex civilization,in which the arts and

invention florished.
1. devised

2. existed

3. established

4. grew

37- His long and technical talk overwhelmed everybody.
1. suggest indirectely

2. keep someone safe

3. change quickly

4. make helpless,as with greater force

38- We must escape from the constant harassment.
1. horror

2. sickness

3. enemy

4. fighting

39- Colorful ceremonies combine with thrilling athletic competition to create the special feeling.
1. mateur

2. well-known

3. exciting

4. powerful

40- The earliest hats or caps of the Greeks and Roman were quite plain,but as time went on the

designs became more elaborate.
1. expensive

2. special

3. complicated

4. colorful

41- The people live in modern houses than in tents or igloos.
1. apartment

2. simple Eskimo huts

3. big stone houses

4. big camps

42- Each species prefers a certain temperature range and seeks the level water within that range.
1. series

2. a distinct kind

3. object

4. group

43- Which suffix refers to a person or thing that does a certain action?
1. "-tion"

2. "-ous"

3. "-ize"

4. "-er"

44- What is referred to as the lifeline of the body?
1. spinal column

2. physical state

3. body structure

4. blood circulation
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Nearly all people use music in their religious services.one kind of religious music seeks to creat a
state of mystery and awe.For example,some cultures have special musical instruments played only
by priests on important occasions,such as harvest ceremonies and the burial of chiefs.similarly,
much Western church music attempts to create a feeling of distance from the daily world.Other
religious music helps produce a sense of participation among worshippers.the singing of hymns by
a congregation is a good example of this function of religious music.
45- We understand from the passage that..................... .
1. music is good for religion

2. religious music is the best music

3. singing is different from music

4. music maybe used for different purposes

46- Using music for a purpose may relate to people's.............................. .
1. culture

2. functions

3. religion

4. participation

47- According to the passage,music..................................... .
1. may be used in happy or sad occasions

2. makes worshippers happy

3. creates a feeling of distance

4. helps produce a sense of participation

48- Which of the following has not been mentioned as an occasion for playing music?
1. the burials

2. long distances

3. religious services

4. church congregation

49- The passage is mainly about.......................... .
1. the importance of music

2. music in religious services

3. different social ceremonies

4. functions of religious music

50- One kind of religious music seeks to create a state of mystery and
1. general notion
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2. song of praise

awe.

3. respect and fear
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4. rule for living
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